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Preti Taneja

WE THAT ARE
YOUNG
preti-taneja.co.uk
Fiction / 550 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: August 2017

LONGLISTED FOR THE DESMOND ELLIOT PRIZE AND JHALAK PRIZE
SHORTLISTED FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CONSCIOUSNESS PRIZE

A modern-day King Lear that bursts with energy
and fierce, beautifully measured rage.
Jivan Singh, the bastard scion of the Devraj family, returns to his childhood
home after a long absence – only to witness the unexpected resignation of the
ageing patriarch from the vast corporation he founded, the Devraj Company.
On the same day, Sita, Devraj’s youngest daughter, absconds and Radha and
Gargi, Sita’s older sisters, are handed the Company…
Set against the backdrop of the anti-corruption riots in 2011–2012, it provides
startling insights into modern India. This is a novel about the human heart.
And its breaking point.

PUBLISHERS: Denmark (Rebel With A Cause), France (Edition de l'Observertoire), Germany (C.H. Beck), India (Penguin India), Israel (Tamir-Sendik), US/
NA (Knopf).
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PRAISE FOR WE THAT ARE YOUNG:

“Brilliant...finely crafted...Taneja has given us that rarest of
beasts, a page-turner that is also unabashedly political.”
— THE GUARDIAN
“Revelatory...urgent and irresistible...one of the most exquisite and original
novels of the year.”

— THE SUNDAY TIMES

“In years to come, Preti Taneja will be known as one of the UK's most important writers.”

— NIKESH SHUKLA

"Sharp, cogent, and evocative...the great appeal of We That Are Young concerns the serving of justice: discovering who gets what, as opposed to who
deserves what."

— THE NEW STATESMAN

"A remarkable picture of contemporary India...Taneja’s sensuous writing
brings women's predicaments to life - a chilling warning."
"Preti Taneja is a writer to watch, no doubt about it."

— THE IRISH TIMES

— DEBORAH LEVY

"Preti’s novel is big, beautiful, and most of all bold: a rewriting of King Lear,
transplanted to modern day Delhi, which is both a dazzlingly original reading
of the play and a full novel in its own right. A masterpiece."

— THE SPECTATOR

"Taneja maintains layers in her writing that overreach the simple fantasies to
which we are accustomed to… A shining achievement."

PRETI TANEJA was born in the UK to Indian parents.
She has worked as a human rights reporter and filmmaker
on Iraq, in Jordan, Rwanda, and Kosovo. A fellow at Warwick
University, in 2014 Preti’s novella Kumkum Malhotra won
the Gatehouse Press New Fictions Prize.
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— WHITE REVIEW

Alex Pheby

LUCIA
Fiction / 250 pages
Material: manuscipt in English
Publication: May 2018

“Her case is cyclothymia, dating from the age of seven and
a half. She is about thirty-three, speaks French fluently…
Her character is gay, sweet and ironic, but she has bursts of
anger over nothing when she is confined to a straitjacket.”
So wrote James Joyce in 1936, in a letter about his only daughter, Lucia. It
is one of the few surviving contemporary portraits of her troubled life. Most
other references to her have been lost. An attempt has been made to erase
her from the pages of history.
From her late twenties she was treated for suspected schizophrenia – and
repeatedly hospitalised. She spent the last thirty years of her life in an
asylum. And, after her death, her voice was silenced. Her letters were burned.
Correspondence concerning her disappeared from the Joyce archive. Her
story has been shrouded in mystery, the tomb door slammed behind her.
Alex Pheby’s stunning new novel takes us inside that darkness. In sharp,
cutting shards of narrative, Lucia evokes the things that may have been done
to Lucia Joyce.
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PLAYTHINGS
Fiction / 250 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: November 2015

SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2016 WELLCOME BOOK PRIZE
Paul Schreber is a man who wants to go home - but can’t. He is a man crippled
by an illness he doesn’t understand - and sometimes doesn’t even know he
has. He's in no condition to face the worst - but the worst keeps on happening
to him. His family is disintegrating, past traumas are coming back to haunt
him - and so are those troubling, seemingly laid-to-rest fears of persecution...

“Marvellously surprising and vivid, something new. Somehow
inside the shape of an old story he traces fresh experiences
as if for the first time. The detail is so sensuously precise.
Impressed as I haven't been by a new novel for a while."
— Tessa Hadley, THE NEW YORK TIMES
PUBLISHERS: US/NA (Biblioasis), South America (Claudia Garziella Arce).
ALEX PHEBY has master’s degrees in Critical Theory
and Creative Writing, and a doctorate in Critical and
Creative Writing from the UEA. He teaches at the
University of Greenwich.
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Gonzalo C. Garcia

WE ARE THE
END
Fiction / 330 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: October 2017

"I wrote a story about Pinochet and magical
children. Gringos go crazy for shit like that."
Tomás' girlfriend has left him. She has, in fact, fled to Antarctica, leaving him
alone in Santiago, where life is rapidly passing him by.
Tomás is a game designer – but he can't see his ideas through.
Tomás also works in a university – where he spends most of his time hiding
under a desk.
Tomás’ flat is falling apart. The band he used to play in is doing annoyingly
well. He drinks coffee though a straw straight from the pot because he can't
find a clean cup...
We Are the End is the smart and funny debut from Gonzalo C. Garcia. It’s a
novel which gives a new voice to the Millennial Generation – exploring the
difficulties of finding your place in the world, and having to navigate it, too,
with few guides beyond computer game narratives and the useless advice of
the older generation...
GONZALO C. GARCIA was born in Chile, and studied for a Phd at the
University of Kent. He teaches creative writing at the University of Warwick.
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Adam Biles

FEEDING
TIME
Fiction / 410 pages
Material: copies in English
Publication: August 2016

Chosen by The Observer as a Fiction Pick for 2016.
Dot is losing the will to live.
Tristan is sick of emptying bedpans.
Cornish spends entire days barricaded in his office.
And Ruggles…well. Ruggles is damn well going to escape those Nazi villains
and get back to active duty.
The mix is all the more combustible since Dot, Tristan, Cornish and Ruggles
are all under the same roof - that of a rapidly declining old people’s home
called Green Oaks. There’s going to be an explosion. It’s going to be messy.
And nobody knows who will pick up the pieces.
ADAM BILES is an English writer and translator based in Paris. He is the Events
Director at Shakespeare & Company and his writing has appeared in Gorse,
Vestoj, 3:AM Magazine, Momma Tried and at the Palais de Tokyo.
PUBLISHERS: France (Grasset).
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